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Objective

I am a motion graphics designer and animator working remotely with companies across the globe.
I have more that 7 years of experience and a critical eye for solid work. My design philosophy is 
pretty simple, I call it The 4 C's. This is the order any professional work I do should be made in. 
Clear: The work's concept is communicated clearly.

Skills

Strategic visual communication, corporate communication, social media, team building, video 
production, live-event production and direction, non-profit management, documentary research, 
and healthcare communication.

Work Experience

Freelance Video Editor/
ABC Corporation  October 2002 – 2020 
 Freelance video editor for 16 years on projects including feature films, short films, broadcast 

commercials, and promotional/industrial video projects.
 Creatively centered in strong storytelling sensibilities balanced with an eye for style.
 Technically minded with an ability to troubleshoot and possessing a firm understanding of 

broadcast standards and web distribution formats.
 Specific skills include Avid, Premier Pro, Final Cut, Interplay, ISIS, After Effects, Color, 

Speedgrade, Photoshop.
 Feature Film Creative Nature - 90 minute documentary about glass artist William Morris.
 Premiered at the Seattle International Film Festival and was called  flat-out the best 

documentary study of a contemporary artist Ive seen in three decades of SIFF. (William 
Arnold, Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Friday, May 30, 2008) Commercial Most recent commercials 
include a series of 3 national and 6 local spots for the Tony award winning Broadway revival of
South Pacific.

 Past work also includes broadcast and internet based ad work for the agencies Story 
Worldwide, Draft FCB, Serino Coyne and Harrison &amp; Star.

Freelance Video Editor
Delta Corporation  1999 – 2002 
 and Los Angeles, CA areas.
 Excellent communication with clients and creation of an enjoyable work environment 

Creatively interpret ideas from design to concept and final output,.
 and John McLaughlin Young Love Edited BTS EPKs.
 Produced/Edited/Directed/ various Spec commercials including Devil Deal commercial for 

client Pro Quo, and Simple Mobile commercial.
 Microsoft via RUN Studios (3 promotional videos) Valve Software via RUN Studios (2 DOTA 

event videos) Capitol Auto Group via Deep Sky Studios (1 .
 Video editing of short films Video editing of sports videos.
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 Edited video clips for non-profit events Edited speeches for political authorities Assisted with 
electronic press kits for company.

Education

BFA - (State University of New York at Purchase, Film School - Purchase, NY)
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